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Project Details

Redbus is mainly focused in online ‘Bus booking’ and ‘Hotel booking’. 
This is a case study on redBus Booking and After-booking user experience. 
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Solution & Results

I gone through the given problem statement and booked a bus for more understanding of use-cases. From the given problem 
and the past booking experience of Redbus, I concluded the biggest pain, preferences and constraints of the user.

These are the top consideration which I got from my research and user study 

Amit Gawde plans to go to his home town, Lucknow, for holi festival. He books a bus journey (Onward and return) from Delhi 
to Lucknow a month in advance. redBus wants to provide a unique experience to him after booking till he has completed his 
journey.

redBus wants to give him an experience that identifies with his expectations. The new user experience given to the customer 
is driven by his needs, preferences and constraints.

USE CASE SCENARIO
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TOP CONSIDERATIONS & PAINPOINTS

No option to book the return ticket along with initial booking 
Book return together is a good and easy user experience for the users. It will reduce half of the steps from 
the existing flow. Some of the competitor apps and Redbus website are using this feature.

Offers are not upfront  
A normal user always worry about the offers. But, in the existing flow he/she might miss the offers from 
home page coz, it’s coming after first scroll. And It will be more useful for the user if they can access the 
offers directly from payment page.

Complicated filter, sort by coming under filter which increase the steps
In the existing flow, the filter is coming in the top right corner it will be much away from the finger tip. Sort 
and Filter are the main points of action in the listing page. 

No upcoming trip details in homepage
After booking a ticket, if the user coming back to the application means, either he wants to book another 
ticket or to check the trip/ticket details. So, it will be good to show the existing trip detail in the homepage 
itself.

No offers for the frequent travellers
It will be good to have some reward points after each booking. So, to claim that reward points user will 
comeback again. It will increase the conversion.

No Bus Delays information
Currently, there is no notification for bus delay. Sometime users are waiting too much due to some reason 
from the bus operator. It will be good if redBus can contact the bus operators and give some notification 
to the user. That will help the users to plan accordingly.

We can pass this info as a notification, also we can show it in the ticket detail page.

No weather forecast
This should be an intersting feature to the user to reach the boading place on time. In rainy season there 
should be more traffic than usual. And we can pass this by a notification and also we can add one widget 
in the ticket detail. Once he/she start the journey we can change that widget into the weather of the 
destination city. 

No Package offers for Bulk booking
Currently, if the user book more than one ticket also getting the same offer. If we can give some good 
offers for bulk booking(More than 5) will make more conversions. 

No Boarding Point Navigation
This will be very useful for the user who is new to the city. So, he/she can reach the boarding point without 
confusion.

Edit Contact Info / Boarding Point
Currently there is no provision to change the given phone number of the user. It will be good if they can 
change the number if the number is not accessible. Similarly, a provision to change the boarding point till 
the booking for a bus is open. 

No privilege cards or Travel cards for frequent users

No Safety features specially for single ladies

I done a thorough study of current android application and website for the clarity of existing flow and user experience. 
Based on that, I divided the whole user flow research into two part, 1. Normal Booking Flow, 2. After Booking Flow 
(Check below diagram for more info). Analysed the competitor apps like, KSRTC, AbhiBus, Paytm, Yatra etc. (Check 
below chart for more info). And also, conducted user study with friends who book tickets through travel apps for 
understanding the problems and painpoints they are facing.

From all the above mentioned study I have concluded the main painpoints, and added extra features which increase the 
user experience.
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PART 02 - AFTER BOOKING FLOW
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RESEARCH

Understand the main painpoints of users

Solution to solve the user constraints
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Process & Analysis

In the existing design there are somany entry points to the user 
in top and bottom. That will kill the user flow. 

Combined Bottom Tab

In the current design we have to check My Bookings for the 
upcoming trip. This widget will give an easy access to the 
upcoming trip

Upcoming Trip Details

All users will like to get the discounts, in the existing design 
it’s coming after first scroll. A general user may miss it.

Offers Upfront

It’s the best way to book a round trip.
It will reduce the user pain to book return separately.

Return

It’s an easy accessible way to go the recent search

Recent Search

HOME PAGE 

Easy access for Filter and Sort as it’s in the 
finger tip. Given more important to Sort By

Filter & Sort

Easy way to change the nearby dates 

Easy Date Picker

LISTING PAGE 

This will help the user if he/she want to change 
the mobile number in some cases

Edit Contact Info

This will help the user to plan accordingly. Along with this we 
can send notification.

Eg. City should have more traffic while raining

Weather Forecast  Before Journey

Easy way to reach the boarding point, very useful for who is 
new to the city

Boarding Point Navigation

Useful tip for the user to plan accordingly

Bus Delay Info

TICKET DETAIL

FINAL DESIGN

Home
Home 

with Booked Ticket Widget Listing

Ticket Details
with Weather Forecast before Journey

Ticket Details
with Bus Delay info

Ticket Details
with Weather Forecast of destination city

Ticket Details
with collapsed passenger details

Ticket Details
with expanded passenger details

Screen Walkthrough

I prepared the initial wireframe and rough sketches before starting the visual design.
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